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Chandler Quiet On are'
afiktrAitilog
A.
Committee Action
The Farm and Home Paper of the Ken-Tenn Territory
Naming Wetherby
FARM PRODUCTS Proposed Ky-Tenn Expressway Fate
BRING $5,000,000
IN COUNTY ECONOMY To Be Decided By Congress This Week
••

Former Governor Lawrence W. Wetherby has been
nominated to run for the unexpired term of the late Senator Alben W. Barkley by the Democratic State Central
Executive committee in a meeting at Louisville Tuesday
afternoon.
Governor Chandler has refused in a variety of ways
to comment on the committee's action in nominating
Wetherby. Asked if he had any comment, Chandler said:
"Nothing." Then, asked if he had any plans for November, Governor Chandler said: "Not at the moment."

Next. Chandler was asked if
he would appoint someone else
to the Senate, assuming Leary
declines the appointment after
he failed to get the nomination.
To this question. Chandler said
"I have no plans at the moment."
Then said Chandler "I have
nothing to say and nothing further to add. Nothing plus nothtea equals nothing, doesn't it"
Chandler's refusal to talk, and
his failure to pledge support to
Chandler, added weight to the

growing talk that the Governor
may "go fishing" in November,
and not support the ClementsWutherby ticket.
The meeting Tuesday took
only 2 minutes and Wetherby
was nominated without a dissenting vote.
Wetherby. a political protege
el Senator Earle C. Clements
was the only person nominated
at a brief meeting of the State
Democratic Governing Body.
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Volume Twenty-Five

1954

-

Communities bordering U.. S
51 from Memphis to Cairo were
waging a strong fight this week
to persuade the Senate-House
Conference committee to include
the route in the new 40,000 mile
national interstate system of super highways.

Census Shows

Field Crops And
Livestock

Number Twenty-Five

Fulton, Fulton County, Kentucky, Thursday June 21, 1956

Leaders

The value of products sold in
1954 by operators of 940 farms
in Fulton County was $4,866,039, according to a preliminary
11111,1,ETIN
report of the 1954 Census of
The House-Senate committee
Agriculture published by the
compromised Wednesday afterBureau of the Census, U. S. Denoon on an extension of 1,000
partment of Commerce.
miles to the 40,000-mile network,
The value of all crops sold was
uhich could mean that the ex$3.249,293 and included $3,195,tra 1,000 miles would include
B ULLETIN
092 for field crops, $18,865 for
t h e hotly-disputed MemphisThe Neu, learned Wednesday vegetables, 329,336 for fruits and
Cairo link in U. S. 51.
JoAttorney
afternoon that Ky.
•••
•• • • •
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With
the
routing on the first
cept the interim appointment
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40,000 miles already set to proto the I'. S. Senate, following
a
vide
super-highway from
-Jottings from the failure of the Democratic livestock products sold w a s
and included $179.145
Memphis to Chicago via West
State Executive Committee to t 31,590,008
$95,602 for
Memphis and up thru Arkansas
aorninate him as a candidate for for dairy products,
products,
poultry
and
poultry
and Missouri to Cairo, (by-passnomithe office. The Committee
ing all of West Tennessee and
for livestoik and
nated Lawrence W•therby on and $1,315.261
livestock products.
Kentucky), interested individTuesday.
The value of forest products
uals, communities and organizasold from the county's farms was
tions in this area seek to extend
An eleventh hour attempt by $26,738.
the original construction to 42.Governor A. B. Chandler to
Information on the value of
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witch up a
, Clements by naming Frankfort for each county in a preliminary
it,
knew
you
of
some
Perhaps
I Attorney Joseph J. Leary to the State report. 'copies of which may
and perhaps some of you don't, five-month interrim term proved be purchased from the Bureau
but I am spending the majority futile in the face of Clements' of the Census, Washington 25,
(Continued an page five)
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dio Station WFUL these days.
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Fulton, Mario n, Providence,
Todd's wife, Mrs. Edna Mae
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Paducah, Princeton,
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Members of the 1926 graduatdispatches as they come over
whom were two former pastors Todd. 27, was found shot to
Calvert City and the Mayfield
United Press wire and every day of the Fulton Methodist Church, death June 9 in her trailer home ing class at Halls (Tenn.), in
Gas Co., in this area.
reams of copy come in telling of Rev. Carl M. Robbins, appoint- in Memphis A pistol was in her their first get-together in 30
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hand,
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last September the world became to Fulton Circuit; Rev. R. L. Dot- jor operation at the Baptist Hos- rantiy named managing editor liest ladies around here.
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volume was not only extremely
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good, but that the price remained
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which
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had herself rushed to Memphis,
Bray reports that approxiadditional equipment for the
Insisted that she have an ekemately 425,000 crates of berries
park.
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Appear
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ly 110,000 crates were produced
Oliver Cunningham
even the trace of a scar or a
in 1956, but the quality this
The case of Mrs. Willie Mae
she
how
My,
running nose.
Returns From Florida year was inferior. This year the
Patterson of Woodland Mills,
wanted to be out "like Ike."
crop ran about 62.5% U. S. No. 1
former Union City
waitress
Oliver Cunningham the reg- grade, while in 1955 the No. 1
charged with the pistol slaying
ular preacher for the Central grade amounted to about 77.5%
This latest illness of Ike's has Sept. 12, 1954, of her divorced
Church of Christ in Fulton, is stated that the inferior quality
up and done it. For centuries husband, Clyde C. Patterson,
scheduled to return from Florida was due to adverse weather conpeople have indulged in the which was set for a new trial in
this week and preach Sunday, ditions. He stated that it was
happy pastime of talking about circuit court in Benton, Ky., June
June 24th at 11 a.m. on the subj- too dry in Eastern Kentucky,
their operations. But now with 18th, has been postponed until
ect. "Studying the Word of too wet in many parts of the prothe newspapers printing every October.
God," and at 7 p.m. "The Sin of ducing area of Central Kenminute detail of Ike's symptons,
The postponement was reNeglect."
his pains, his treatment and subtucky, but ideal in Western Kenquested by the Commonwealth
over
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sequent operation, operationtucky.
the
stepresumed on Monbe
WFUL
will
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day.
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and Dickle Cruce. 6 years, children of Mr. and Mrs. Keithly
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as a witness at
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wish
Crier, Fulton Route 4 and grandchildren of Mrs. Eunice Stutional pastime.
stated, with an average yield
this time because of a recent
denha of Ft. Jennings, Ohio and of Mr. .and Mrs. A. M. Cruce:
WELL QUICK!
per acre of 62 crates. By corn,
GET
family.
the
in
death
Ann Fenwick, 7 months.
Dr. Glynn Bushart will testi'parisona the Kentucky output
Le/ft to right, bottom row: Michael Fenwick. 2 rears who
The defense resisted the mofy that this story is true. R. Paul,
Hearty get well wishes are ex- per acre in 1955 was 37 crates.
with his sister Ann, above, are children of Mr. and Mrs. Bill
the greatest TV fan in existence tion for postponement as the detended to Miss Mary Swann
Fenwick of Water Valley. Ky.. and grandchildren of Sir. and
(Continued on Page 5)
has kept up-to-the-minute on fense Was ready for trial. This
who is a patient in the
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and
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tirockwell,
4
Mrs.
Holland
Mrs. Nettie Hicks: Paul
Mrs.
for
the
trial
third
be
will
Memphis.
Ike's latest illness via the sound
Baptist Hospital in
years, and Brenda Brockwell, 9 years, both children of Mr.
If you know how a man lives,
waves. He woke up the other Patterson, the first at Hickman
Miss Bushart is improving after
and Mrs. Joe Brockwell of Martin Route 3.
don't need to know what
• • •
morning with a little pain in the in May 1955 and the second at
major surgery there this week, you
he says, or what religion he substomach and its the gospel truth Benton in January of this year,
(Ed's Note This is the first in a series of pictures featurscribes to, to know whether he
that he ding donged me all day both of which resulted in mis- ing the children of Fulton and vicinity. Watch for succeeding
Tune to WIFUL Fat Local News has religion.
pictures each week).
trials with the juries deadlocked.
(Continued on Page Five)
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FORMER FULTON
PASTORS NAMED
SUPERINTENDENTS

TEXAS GAS SEEKS
STATE RAISE OF
OVER A MILLION

CHARM TODD SHOT
IN MEMPHIS BY
FATHER-IN-LAW

MRS. BINFORD GIVES
COLOR TV SET TO
BUY PARK SUPPUES

PATTERSON TRIAL
IS POSTPONED
UNTIL OCTOBER

'56 BERRY CROP IN
STATE OUADRUPLES
'55; SURVEY SHOWS

500 miles and provide a parallt
link from Memphis to Cairo
along the route of U.S. 51,
The Senate conferees endorse
the extension idea, while the.
House conferees oppose it. Senator Gore (Tenn.) urged the extension with the idea that a part
of the extra 2500 miles would be
alocated to the Memphis, Cairo
route. Senator Clements (Ky.)
who entered the controversy
this week, sided with Gore in
endorsiag extension
Individuals anai organizations
in Fulton, Union City, Dyersburg, Covington and Memphis
strongly endorse the extension
plan, and have made themselves
heard in Washington during the
past several weeks that the Senate House conference has been
in session.
Tennessee Highway Commissioner W. M. Leech, who opposes the extension, announced
that Tennessee h a s already
planned to make four-lane highways out of U.S. 45 and U.S. 51
in the future.
The Senate-House conference
was scheduled to meet yesterday (Wednesday) to try to decide the issue.

OBIN WATERSHED
LANDOWNERS SEEK
'OWN DISTRICT UNIT
Plan To Create
Organized Care
And Improvement
(By Virgil Ward. Jr.. Chairman
Hickman County Soil
Conservation District)
"'he Management Of surface
water has long been a problem
that landowners have had to
cope with. Just as we talk about
the weather and do nothing
about it, we have talked long
and loud about floods, and their
damage, and have been slow to
cooperate on a local basis to prevent and control floods.
Landowners in the Obion
Creek Watershed have finally
stopped talking and have begun
to act Two hundred and eight
(208) landowners have petitioned the Hickman County Soil
Conservation District Board of
Supervisors, a nd representatives of boards from Fulton,
Graves and Carlisle Counties
for a public hearing to determine the need and interest for
the organiidation of the Obion
Creek Watershed Conservancy
District. Virgil Ward. Jr. Chairman of the joint Boards, announces that this public hearing has been scheduled to begin
at 2:00 p.m. Central Standard
Time, on June 23rd, 1956 in the
Assembly Room of the Agricultural Building in Clinton, Kentucky. A map showing the
boundaries of the proposed conservancy district may be seen in
the 9oil Conservation Service office in Clinton, Ky.
The 1956 General Assembly of
Kentucky enacted a law providing that Watershed Conservancy
Districts may be formed. The
purpose of such a unit is to
have a legal organization that
can care for the administration,
an d
operation
construction,
maintenance Of works of improvement -that may- be- established within a watershed.
Such an organization is essential if landowners expect to
(Continued on Page Five)

ASC

Committee Gets

Loan Rate For Wheat
M. 0. Champion, Chairman of
Fulton County ASC Committee, announced today they had
received the price support loan
rate and schedule of premium
and discounts for the 1956 crop
year, this being $2.11 per bushel.
Price Support loans are available on either farm stored or
warehouse storage.
Mr. Champion stated, farmers
placing wheat under farm storage loan has the responsibility
of maintaining the grade of
wheat throughout the life of the
loan. He further stated that the
sanation requirements are being made more strict beginning
July 1, 1958. For further information contact your local ASC
office.

News Editor Sets Record Straight Regarding
Broadcast About Beelerton Foster Home
Last week, Erl Sensing, the hardworking and capable editor of the
Hickman County Gazette in Clinton
published a very detaileil story regarding certain practices in the Department of Welfare of the State of Kentucky whereby children, wards of the
State are maintalned-Th later -homeS.
His story was informative and interesting.
In that story, however, Mr. Sensing
chose to attack News Editor Jo Westpheling for making a broadcast on
Monday. May 28 concerning proposed
action that was supposed to be made
on that day involving four children
all of them under eight years of age.
The broadcast waS made on information given to the News editor by
the ladies operating the foster homes.
The News editor interviewed those
ladies and told them emphatically that
the situation was to be brought before
the public. The ladies asked that their
names not be made public, however,
the editor reminded them that they
might be called upon to substantiate
the statements made in the broadcast.
They concurred.
After the broadcast was made 'live'
at ten-thirty a. m. on May 28, the
ladies were called to ask if the News
Editor had made any mis-statements
of fact. They advised that- she had
not, and actually were pleased that
they were being given assistance in
their problem.
Mr. Sensing, in his issue of June
14 castigated the editor, for making
the broadcast and intimated that was
political collusion, chicanery and_ falsification a facts. Mr. Sensing admitted to the News editor that lie had not
heard the broadcast. To 'set the record straight, we publish the carbon
copy of a letter sent to Mr. Sensing
on Tuesday.
Before each broadcast of the story
the announcer stated: "This is a commentary by Mrs. Jo Westpheling, editor of the Fulton County News. The
script was written. and edited by Mrs.
Westpheling and does not represent
the views of Radio Station WFUL."
Here's the letter:
Jona lg, 195S
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Clinton, Kentucky
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STRICTLY BUSINESS

by Mckattan

story as it was told to me; you chose
to disregard my side of the story and
print another, false and erroneous
view.
If you recall I invited you to come
over and read the script and hear the
tape recording. Had you done so' you
would.not have called the broadcast
a "tear jerkPr" about "poor little orphans." You also would have been
permitted to see the official log at
WFUL dfflnoting the broadcast was
made "live" at ten-thirty a. m. and
twelve o'clock noon and on tape recording at two p. m. and six-thirty p.
m., not every hour on the hour as
you indicated in your story.
I do not intend to get into any disagreement with you that concerns the
policies and administration of Radio
Station WFUL, YOu may chose to believe any story you wish concerning
the termination of Mr. Lou Wrather's
services as general manager of the
station. Certainly it is his prerogative
to tell any story he wishes in view of
the fact that-he is no longer with the
station.

"This is ay loss& how. U you want to bawl
it on company, tinsel"

Several prominent members of your
community have written me to publish
the script from which my broadcast
was made in order to defend myself
against your unfair and erroneous attack. We shall do so when it becomes
necessary to do so.
You and I have known each other
a long time, Erl. We have disagreed
violently and bitterly on several occasions. At the moment we are on opposite sides of the political fence. Yet:
it has been- a great--source of satisfaction to me to believe that in spite of
those disagreements we had deep respect for each others views.
You were misinformed about the
content of the broadcast. You were
misinformed when you were told that
I made the broadcast over the objections of our former general manager
at WFUL If he had any objections
on the day of the broadcast they were
certainly kept a well guarded secret.
And futhermore, Erl, Paul and I have
been in the newspaper business a
mighty long time and while we may
be neophytes at this radio game we
know that the same rules of fair play
apply to radio as to newspaper. We
saw no reason to disregard this policy
on election eve, 1956.
In spite 45f your lengthy explanation
about the grave necessity of removing the children from their homes in
the Beelerton Community, you might
be interested in knowing that I am
fully aware of the manner in which
the Welfare Department is operated.
Mrs. Walter Voelpel who commands
our deepest respect, esteem and affection will tell you that long before
any primary, long before the ClementsBates campaign, • long before the
Chandler-Combs contest I had worked with her closely in her admirable
assignment. She his called on me privately and on the newspaper to help
her and I believe she is the first to
tell you that in every instance I have
done so without self-aggrandizement
or political gain. I hope that she will
always do so. I hope that I can always
help her in my humble way.

Kentucky

If mankind had wished for what is
right, they might have had it long
ago.—William Hazlitt.
I have never got over my surprise that
I should have been born into the most
estimable place in all the world, and
in the very nick of time too.--Thoreau

In a news release to State papers thia week, the State .A .&
ID Board announced that it is
negotiating with 54 industrial
prospects who are interested in
Kentucky . . . the largest number of inquiries the. Board has
ever received at one time. We
hope that our local C of C has
its hat in the ring for some of
these folks. The A & ID Board
further states that 20 new manufacturing plants, employing 4,700

There never was a right endeavor
but it succeeded. Patience and patience and we shall win at last.— Emerson
The secret of success is constancy
Benjamin Disraeli
in purpose.

A recent big advertisement by
nearby metropolitan Coca-Cola
laittlers intending to show that
their drink was tinier in calories
than a hot competitor's provided
ari entire!, different reaction
in some local circles, it listed
beer .is hiving lima 'dories than
either one of the eoLas. And thus
relieved a tot of frustrated beer
drinker-, o ho hadsworn off on
accinint o the reported fattening teridencia-s of their favorite
product.
In case you didn't see the
thing we're going to reprint
part of it here, advertising rates
be hanged. (In 1954 the Tea
council of the USA engaged a
firm to conduct a scientific
analysis of 31 varieties of hot
and cold beverages -and compute
the calories in a 6-fluid-ounce
serving of each . . and here's
what they came up with):
Approxiimate
Calories Per
serviqg
6 Fld.
Beverage
Grape Juice—
121
Canned and Bottled
117
Milk
101
Grape Juice--Frotes
95
Orange Flavor Drink
94
Orange Juiee—Cresh
94
Berry Flavor Drink
Orange Juice—Frozen
87
Super Cools
R6
Root Beer
86
Lemonade—Frozen
86
Pepsi-Cola
83
Royal Crown f'ola
15
59
Beer
19
Sugar Free Root Beer
Sugar Free Orange Drink 17
II
Coffee
4
Tea
A retired Admiral living in
Frankfort, Kentucky, seeking to
do his small part in aiding the
welfare of his native State, has
for some time been sending out
free textbooks and lesson sheets
to anyone who sought to teach
older persons how to read and
write. Last year the Central
City Messenger ran a feature
story about a 10-year-old girl
in Muhlenberg County who used
the Admiral's materials in teaching her grandparents to read
and write, winning the paper a
national award for writing and
the girl two $100 awards for
teaching.
Anyone who might read this
column, anywhere in the world,
who would like to teach an illiterate person or persons how
to write, can write the Admiral
at Frankfort and obtain free
books and lesson plans from
him, and My purpose in telling
this little account is to encourage such a move and provide
his address, simply write Admiral Ion PurselL New Capital
Hotel, Frankfort, Kentucky.

FROM THE FILES:—

I

must stand with anybody that
stands right; stand with him while he
is right, and part with him when he
goes wrong.—Lincoln.

6
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persons and having an investment of 25 million dollars. have
begun operations or annourced
plans to locate in 14 Kentucky
(dies since the first of this year

But speaking of the kind of
industry that works out of a
factory building . . . did you
know that Fulton is getting one,
A small one that bears great
promise of getting bigger and
bigger? Have you seen the new
building that is going up, unSouth Fulton
publicized. in
alongsid e Sante Madding's garage? We are advised that Sridon and Joe Reed will manufacture their patented "Way-Matic"
scales there . . . and they have
orders for these things from all
over the nation. Initial working crew may be small, but the
Possibilities are unlimited.

TURNING

BACK THE(LOCK

June 19, 1931
L. Kasnow says, "When you
have something good for the
people tell them about it" He
is having his 12th Anniversary
Celebration.
You know L. Kasnow started
in the mercantile business in

ing trip Friday and a fish fry
in the evening, at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Byars. All reported a fine time.
Mr and Mrs James Scott and
Miss Elizabeth Porter were the
guests of Mr. and !Kra. O. C.
Miss lAali,e
Wolberton and
Wednesday afternoon.

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
The everKesent power. of
Mr. and Mrs Harry Sams are Christianhealing will be brought
the proud parents of a fine boy, out at Chrigian Science servalunday.
urS
hts
sertipi
ices
who arrived last Sunday.
selections in the
-Sermon entitled "ChrisWayne Lamb is at home after Lesson
Science" will include Christ
five years spent in Asbury Col- tian
(Luke 10:9): "And heal
deciples
pledged
fulla
now
is
He
lege.
that are therein, and say
sick
the
spend
likely
will
and
preacher
The kingdom of God
the summer in Protracted meet- unto them.
nigh unto you."
ing work, taking work regularly is come
Among the passages to be
al the fall.
read from "Science and Health
with Key tothe Scriptures" by
Forty students enrolled from
Mary Baker Eddy, the DiscovFulton county in Murray State erer and Founder of Christian*
College for the summer session Science. is the following (98'15):
which began June 8
"Beyond the frail premises of
Ten of the students are men
human beliefs, above the loosenare
Five
women.
and 30 are
grasp of creeds, the demoning
11
res,
freshmen. 12 sophomo
of Christian Mind-heal.
stration
juniors, 9 seniors. 2 special and
nn. stands a revealed and prac1 unclassified.
tical 'Science. It is imperious
throughout all ages as Christ's
in
berries
picking
out
While
revelation of Truth, of Life, and
Springs,
Austin
the hills around
Love. which remains inor
red
Mr. Edd Frields ran two
violate for every man to underfoxes from their hiding places. stand and to praclice_"
They were so frightened at his
appearance that they ran away.
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a You know, it's sort of an odd
. . here we ha a r been
thing
talking about trying to get new
industry and more payrolls in
Fulton for a long time. and right
under our collective noses a big
industry is growing and spreading like everything, offering empioyment to hundreds, attracting investments to the tune of
hundreds of thousands of dollars, and providing pa rolls that
will add up to thousands a
eek.
:and what's more, this is a
good kind of industry. It provides work for numerous allied
trades such as laundries, etc, etc.
It is the business of catering
to F'ulton's giant tourist trade.
We would conservatively estimate that the income of our tourist courts, restaurants and service stations will easily exceed a
million dollars a year. and is on
the strong upturn.
Fultore.bows to ft one in this
whole mid-south area as a stopping point for tourists. The rune
motels in the immediate area
baste an estimated 139 single
rooms; the seven restaurants on
the thru routes offer the hungry
tourist just about anything he
wants to eat that can be expressed, trucked or flown in
from anywhere. The countless
number of service stations offer
him readily accessible auto service round the clock.
Sure we have an industry, and
It is growing, and we should recognize it as an industry, be
proud of IL and urge it on. Highlands is getting three new service stations. State Line one and
Martin Highway a remodeled
and enlarged one, and there may
be More later this year.
And still the trucks rumble in
by the hundreds, and- the autos
by the thousands each day

Right adjusts the balance sooner or
later.—Mary Baker Eddy

use out, do

Windage

By P. W.

I cannot help but ponder your statements regarding the advice you give
to your fine son David . ... "if I can
teach him to learn the truth and speak
\it while he stands for what he thinks
is right, he'll be the equal to any
man."
Without being lofty or esoteric let
me say that I learned what was given
to me as the truth at Beelerton, I
spoke in defense of that truth, and I
stand on my activity in what I believed
to be right.
Cordially yours
Jo Westpheling, Editor
The Fulton County News

This
Another bank robbery.
Tenn.,
time it was at Dresden,
the
when two bandits entered
city
little
that
in
Bank
Peoples
left
early Tuesday morning and
dollars,
with several thousand
overlookin/ a package containing 15,000 in their quick exit.
The two robbers were capof
tured in the "bottoms" south
Greenfield, Tenn. at 6:30 Tuesday afternoon.

Fulton twelve years ago in a
small way and by fair and
courteous dealing with the public, has grown with each successive year.
A hearty welcome awaits you.
Join the crowd in our 12th year
Anniversary Celebration.

Mr. and Mrs. James Scott, Mr.
noho. Mr. and
and Mrs. W. H.
Mrs. H. L. Hardy and family, Mr.
and Mrs. Luther Byars and family, Mr. Albert Byars and Miss
Elizabeth Porter enjoyed a fish-

Science Heals
"FREEDOM FROM THE
DESIRE FOR ALCOHOL"
%Tut. 11270 tte.) Sunday II a_ix

REG.28.9 ETHYL 30.9

PIPELINE
No. 1 Lake St.
Phone 9188

24 HOUR ROAD SERVICE — WE NEVER CLOSE

You don't have to look this
hard to see why Parisian
Laundry is tops in Laundry
and Cleaning' Just phone It

WONDERFUL WEEKLY AWARDS
FOR YOUR VALUED PATRONAGE
HURRY ! LAST WEEK ! Given away this saturday•
CBS 21" TELEVISION SET
6—BASKETS OF GROCERIES--6
SPRAYERS — SPRAYS — SPRAY MATERIALS
For weeds, brush, tobacco, roses, flowers
For killing bugs, worms and all pests
TRICO tractor sprayers and materials
OUR SEED CLEANING PLANT IS NOW IN FULL
OPERATION! Let us clean your Barley,—Clover,—
Fescue

IT'S PAINT UP AND FIX UP TIME
. . . and time for that good HANNA'S Paint the
best

yet. Complete stock house paint,
interior or exterior.

farm paint;

SEE US BEFORE YOU BUY
OUR CASH PRICES ARE HOT !
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• NEW HOPE NEWS

afternoon shoppers in Mayfield.
Mrs. Eimer Walston • Mrs. Leroy visited her grandmother, Mrs. J. W. Richardson
in Lone Oak, Ky., Saturday.
Mrs
Nellei
Holt
has
returned
All types of Insaranee
Supper guests in the home of
from Paducah after taking treatments at the Riverside Hospital Mr. and Mrs. Denton Pittman
SAVE GET wir
for the past five weeks.
were her mother, Mrs. Thelma
PACKAGE DEAL
Mrs. Mary Schwartz and son Anderson and brother, Charles.
Mr .and Mrs. E. Walston visRobert are visiting her mother,
"Covering everything"
Mrs.,Ray .Brown and Mr... Brown. ited 'Mr., and ,Mra. Porter Lewis
night.
Visitors in our home last week Sunday
309 East Walnut St.
Mr. and Mrs. Van Latta and
werc Mrs. Grace Williams, Mrs.
Fulton, Ky.
Phone 400
Mary_ Schwartz, Mr. and Mrs. children, Fulton, Ky., visited his
Ben Moore, Crutchfield, Ky., Mr. brother, Leroy and family Sunand Mrs. Frank Petrovich, Rock- day afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. James M. PhilTune to WFUL For Local News ford, Ill.
Mrs. Betty Lou -Latta, Mrs lips and children, Fulton were
Sunday dinner guests of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Carl Phillips.
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Smith
family, Martin, Tenn., visite^is
brother, Rev. J. Smith and famI WONDERFUL new invention now sold here. Free
ily
over the weekend.
Demionstratiiin
IMPROVED
SUTHERLAND'S
James Willard Haynes is doTRUSS.
Ell M INATES
TORTUROUS BULBS,
ing nicely after having his tonBELTS & STRAPS—No side or hip pressure—The
sils removed at the Fulton Hoslatest Scientific answer for reducible hernia. Guarpital Friday morning.
anteed never to break, rust or lose tension—No ElasMr. and Mrs. Clois Latta vistic—No Leather—No Odors.
ited Mr. and Mrs. Willard Haynes
Sunday afternoon.
Sold Exclusively In Fulton by us
Mr. and Mrs. ...Leon Rushton
and chldren visited Mr. and
408ho
P l.a
nek:°Xe
aet
Mrs. Carl Phillips Sunday afternoon.

DEWEY JOHNSON

CITY DRUG CO.
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• AUSTIN SPRINGS
MT-a. Carry Frields •
(Last Week's News)
Mrs. Jack Bynum and daughter Alwayne, and Mrs. Bynum's
grand-daughter, Terry, have arrived from Akron, Ohio for several days visit with her mother,
Mrs. Nora Vincent and other
relatives in this locality.
Rev. Dempsey Henderson
filled his regular appointment
at New Salem Baptist Church
the past Sunday at 11 a.m. and
the evening service at the regular hour. Sunday School is held
at 11 a.m. and the attendance
is good.
Mrs. Buton Lassiter is now at
home from the Jones clinic,
convalscht from a rather severe attack of rheunatisrn. She
is op a portion of the time.
Mrs. Susie Frields remains
about the same at her home near
here.
David, teenage son of Mr. and
Mrs. Buton Lassiter, is laid up
with an aggravating nausea,
that developed on Monday night.
Mrs. Earl Mitchell and daughter, Judy, of Paducah, Ky. and
Mrs. Eric Cunningham and
George Ed of Dresden are spending the Week with parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Ed.. Frields.
Miss Alwayne Bynum and
neice. Terry. of Akron. Ohio
spent Monday night with their
uncle. Grant Bynum and daughter, Margarett.
Mr. and Mrs. Eric Cunningham have purchased the Calvert
home in Dresden, Tenn. and
have just recently moved in. Mr. and Mrs. W. Irvin Fields
are about the same as last reported. Both have been in failing health the past few years
and they remain with their
childen Mr. and Mrs. Biggs Roberts on the Murray Road.

News
From
The

FOLKS

well-stocked freezer is "hospitality" insurance that
you'll be glad to draw on when unexpected guests
arrive. Without a 1lush-45r the bat of an eye you can
oiler them anything from a light snack to a complete
Meal. That's just part of the wonderful convenience of
•
having a freezer. See your dealer right away.

ire
'deft. 454/41 with

FULL HOUSEPOWER wiring

KENTUCKY UTILMES COMPANY

Year-Round Project
Will Employ Sixty
Youths Full Time

llittnto the
of 14 and 18 will mo
camp on June 21 or 22. About
40 youngsters will arrive the ensuing week, bringing the camp
to its capacity of 60.
Permanent housing will be
erected before Fall, allowing
year-round operation of the
nursery-aarnp which is the only
one in the U. S. manned by dependent youths.
Plans approved by heads of
cooperating Departments call for
the boys to attend school near
the camp during regular school
months. They will be trained in
woodlore, athletics, and will
maintain the camp under supervision of expert counsellors. A
camp chaplain will be appointed before opening date.
Jackson said the boys will
work "four or five hours a day,"
in the tree nursery.
He explained that the nursery
is a major phase of an expanded
reforestation program to be promoted during the next four years
by the Department of Conserva-

tion.
Kentucky has been obtaining
seedlings from TVA for reforestation purposes for several

years..
--,...
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FURNITURE
EXCHANGE
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Congratulations to Sara Ross.
That is a beautiful ring on her Mrs. William's mother's Sunday.
Mrs. Don Sammons and daughleft hand.
Little Jimmy Barber of Mc- ter, Lynn visited in Fulton this
Connell visited with Janie Bar- weekend.
See you next week.
ber and 'her parents, last week.
Carina Jackson
Anita S u e Allen attended
festivities preceding the wedding of Betty Swertz and Thos.
Allen last week. Thos. Allen is
the nephew of H. P. Allen.
L e e McClanahan returned
from Abiliene, Texas Saturday
where he is now employed.
HOME
FUNERAL
Helen Allen was the dinner
Incorporated
guests of Doris Winfreyr Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Nemo Williams
and daughter, Sally, attended
dinner and family gathering at
Three Resident Licensed
Embalmers
Mrs. 0. F. Taylor and Joyce.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Carr and
Randal of Lone Oak visited her
sister, Mrs. Norman Crittenden
and Mr. Crittenden and the girls,
Saturday night.
Miss Margaret Crawford visited Mr. and Mrs. Laddie Minders Tuesday night of last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Yates and
• DUKEDOM RT. 2 Mr. and Mrs. T. C. House shopped
Joyce Taylor • in Mayfield Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Pug Puckett
Everyone was glad to see the were the Sunday guests of their
nice rain we had last week, gar- son and family, Mr. and Mrs.
dens were really needing rain. Norman Puckett and Sue, of
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Emerson Lone Oak.
Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Hicks and
were guests in the home of their
childern called on Mr. and Mrs.
son, Robert. Friday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Tremon Rickman Tommie Moore Friday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Matthews
and Mrs. McNatt visited Mr. and
and Larry and Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Carl Hainline Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Critten- Robert Emerson and Bob ate
,ANOW4btle,,,•
,....c.,
,
den had all their children, ex- Sunday dinner with Mr., and
cept W. A. who lives in Detroit, Mrs. Roy Emerson.
visit them Sunday.
Miss Const.rce Jones attended
the - annual conference in Mem- 'Hearing Aid Batteries
Complete Line
phis last week.
For all makes of hearing aids!
iMr. and Mrs. Clarence French
our Hearing Aid Depart.
called( on his uncle and aunt, Mr. Visit
ment at your first opportunity.
and Mrs. T. C. House one day
recently.
CITY DRUG CO.
Mr. and Mrs. A. A. .McGuire
and Mrs. Maude Jones were the
*08 lake Street
Phone 70
Sunday dinner guests of Mr. and

HORNBEAK
PHONE 7

of today's most wanted coloi a
for home decoration!

Now Ss foams Pittsburgh Mils brawling we Nur
Wallhide Rubberized Satin Finish
Wallhide Alkyd Flat Wall Paint
Satinhide Enamel
Wallhide Gloss Enamel
PITTS Blitz. C H

(• .„

;

Maestro
Colors

06 1,

MOW

FULTON PAINT 6t GLASS COMPANY
FULTON

CHURCH STREET

nAlle

Pston-packin'Papa
FOR THE BEST SALADS

SPEAS
APPLE CIDER or DISTILLED

Be modern...
keep food
electrically
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The Fulton News

STATE OPENS NEW
TREE NURSERY ON
KY. LAKESHORE

A project tha: ttas caught the
mit MATIC
(Last Week's News)
We welcome two new girls to fancy of thousands of conserva.
WASOER
our office this week, Norma Wil- tion minded Kentuckians is
nearing
completion
at
Kentucky
son and Nancy Gore. We hope
sat N.
they will enjoy working with Dam Village State Park.
Illaytag
g 10 f
A "tent city" is being erected
us.
Low down paymeriti!L_I'aitthis
week
on
a
100
acre
site
that
Jaunita Boundrant is back
and Easy Terms
with us for the summer months Is being developed into a tree
ELECTRIC
BENNETT
while Lee Roy Is taking his sum- nursery to be operated by ortaigas
mer vacation from - University of phaned and dependent youths,
217 Main
Conservation Commissioner LaKentucky in Lexington.
ban P. Jackson announced toPeggy, Frances McCollum's day. .
Wainr.
little girl, will leave this weekthe
project
Cooperating
on
end to visit relatives in Gary,
FOR THE
are the Departments of ConserInd.
vation, Welfare and Economic
We are glad to have Martha Security. The camp and nursery
Jane McKnight back to work is being established by the Diafter a short illness.
vision of Forestry of the ConserA cheery get well wish, we vation Department.
extend to little Vickie Ann McIN GOOD
Opening of the camp, orginalHAPPY BIRTHDAY
Clanahan.
ly scheduled for the first week
Happy Birthday: June 21:
June, July and August are the of June, was postponed because
June 22: Blanch
months for basking and swim- of delated delivery on tents and Elaine Beggs;
Freeman Wright, June 24: Lin
messhall equipment.
ming.
Ward, Joel
Twenty boys between the ages Johnson, Carol
Wednesday, Virginia Forrest,
Brockwell; June 25: Charlotte
June, McKinney, Janie Barber,
Ann Brockwell, Stella Fern MilMonette Bushart and Carma
ner, Jane Edwards, Betty Ann
Jackson enjoyed dinner and • MARTIN NEWS
Brown;
June 26: L. C. Logan,
basking in the sun on Magnolia
Lawson Yates, Rev. A. Parker;
Beach.
SEE
Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Brock- June 27: Mrs. T. C. Canison,
Friday, Mary Frances Roberts,
Grand David Clements, Mrs. Jack Cardaughter
of
and
well
June McKiriney. Carolyn RobTenn and Mr. and ter.
erts, Beeky McKnight and Car- Junction,
Caroma Jackson enjoyed sun bathing Mrs. Bill Adams of North
Mrs. Jee
and
visited
Mr.
lina
on Reelfoot Lake
Tuesday.
Marion Oliver. Charley Ray, Brockwell last
FURNITURE CO.
Mrs. Joe Brockwell and son.
etas, Becky McKnight and CarDetroit Leading Brands in Popular Relilast
week
in
vent
Pat:4
ma and Ray Jackson enjoyed
visiting her son, Mr. and Mrs. gious, HiliybiUy, Rhythm, Blues
207 CHURCH ST.
trip to the lake Sunday.
ard brother Mr.
Mr Bud Hughes, formerly of Joel Brockwell
CITY
ELECTRIC
Walker.
PHONE 35
our office ,visited in Fulton, red Mrs. Johnnie
Phone 401
Happy birthday to Brenda 205 Commercial
Tuesday.
Faye Brockwell whose birthday
Joel Lee BrockMr. and Mrs Joe Brown of was June 19,
birthday is June 24
Detroit were dinner guests of v.ell whose
Ann Brockwell
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Potts, and Charlotte
whose is on June 25.
Tuesday.

A

paint;

'to Line

Buelab Ashley were Wednesday

VINEGARS
FULLY AGED -MELLOW

Performance made Ford the world's favorite V-8!
And the V-8 champ packs a 225-h.p. wallop ... also
gives you Thunderbird Styling, Lifeguard Design
and other "fine-car" features at Ford prices!
Come in today and Test Drive the new engine that's breasting
world records for performance! It's the mighty 225-h.p. Ford
V-8 ... available at slight extra cost in Fairlane and Station
Wagon models with Fordomatic! You also have your choice
of the 202-h.p. Thunderbird V-8 and the 137-11.p. Six!
Ford gives you the best deal for your money with many
features found, only in higher priced cars. On top of that we
give you a deal for your used car that will make it easier than
ever for you to own a beautiful new Ford,

New!225-h.p.

Ford V8
Test Drive it todu

BelectAire AIR CONDITIONING Is available In all FORD models

J V CASH MOTOR COMPANY
Mayfield Highway

Fulton

Phone 42

If You're Interested In an A-1 Used Car — Be Sure to Bee Your Ford Dealer

elect of Bill Fossett of Falmouth, Ky.
The house was decorated with
arrangements of roses, lilies and
sweetpeas. The dinner was serevet buffet style from a beautifully appointed table, centered with
Peace roses in a silver bowl with
white candles in tall silver holders on each side.
Guests were _ seated .at card
tables and the bride's table was
marked with a centerpiece of
red roses and baby's breath arranged in a Chtuitieleer pitcher,
which was presented to the honoree.
For the occasion Nancy wore
an attractive Carlye original in
black shantung. Her corsage, a
gift from the hostesses was of
vagiegated carnations and tuberoses.
Following the dinner bridge
was enjoyed at four tables with
prizes going to Mary Ethna Wilson, high, Mary Shepherd, low
and Eleanor Huddleston, bridgebingo. The honoree was presented an electric clock as a guest
gift.
The guest list included 20
friends and relatives of the honoree.
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Diary of Doin's
—Around rulton—
The News writes social happenings about you and
your friends (Listen To Airwave Diary: Thursday,
9:45 A. M., Over WFUL)

Surrounded by books and brochures coscerning Nassau, the capitol of the Bahanias, we whisk away on
our magic carpet and find ourselves on the S. S. Nassau
as it steams into port. knd the spell of Nassau encircles
us as we stand at the ship's rail and watch the brown
bodies flash after coins in the clear, blue water .. • We
listen intently - - - and above the din we hear the far
away strains of Calypso music with its rythmic, African
beat.
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in Tell City. InAs we look out npon the vast tal. She lives
expense of water we are re- diana now — but she always
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I.ouise
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Salvador
'Twas nice to see "Mac" (H. F.)
he called it San
aboard the S. s. t)uee.n of Nassau They visited way interestAiring places and enjoyed an old-fashioned -surrey with the
But OUR magic carpet folds— McGinnis at the Paducah
In the Cradle Set: We want to
down
fringe on top' r tle through the picturesque Nassau streets.
and we remember that our good port Friday night. He came
welcome a new little fellow
trip
business
,on
a
o
to
Owensbor
and
friend, Louise Killebrew
whom we feel belongs to us —
to spend
her niece. Jackie Edwards, were —then on to Fulton
though he's a long way
even
is
his
wife
Mary,
actually the ones who took the the weekend.
His name is Walter
miss, Patricia Ann lane. daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Glenn
home.
from
Jim
Mrs.
visiting her mother,
wonderful trip.
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he
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Hill,
belongs
Richard
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and Mary live in New York City.
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to take him to the doctor for
a check-up. You're right, he
thought he was having a "spell"
1,1ce Eisenhower. He only ended
up with an ear-ache.
But most of all it has turned
the Republican party into a fraternity of diagnosticians. The
mocrats have always been
known as the 'party of the people and since I am a Derriocrat
I never bothered to learn what
the Republicans stood for,
Brother I know now . . . they're
the party of the second part,
a la the mortgage clause. Thc
Republicans have all their hopes
in one basket in Ike, and 1 believe they'll insist that he be
Presidential
Republican
the
norritnee if the poor fellow has
to campaign from a mortician's
basket.
Don't misunderstand me. I'm
Just as concerned and hopeful
for Ike's recovery as the next
fellow. •
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ere MATtitti
ad 1lethod

candlelight
irst Christian
June 15, at 8
eiung. Miss
oon, daugh)f Fulton. beEnsign Joe
of Mr. and
eat Edwards
. The Rev• pastor, of le-ring cereRECORD
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Tennessee
p more than
r's enrollH. Phillips,
Wednesday
registered
against. 132
ast summer
Saturday.

MRS. EDNA ALEXANDER
HONORED AT SURPRISE
BIRTHDAY DINNER
Friends and relatives of Mrs.
Edna Alexander honored her
Tuesday, June 12, with a surprise
birthday dinner. She received
many nice and useful gifts.
A bountiful basket lunch was
served at the noon hour to the
following. Mr. .and Mrs. Wesley
Campbell and Allen, Holbert
Rankin, Akron, Ohio; Mrs Lula
Tyler and Helen, Nashville; Mrs.
Willie Dalton, Mrs. Catherine
Goodin and Cully, Nellie Coleman, Ora Burton all from
Charleston, Mo.; Mrs. Ethel Oliver and Lynette, .Mrs. Gynette
Bennett and children, Memphis;
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Oliver, Cyrithia and Monette, Mrs. Chester
Wade, Kenny and Andy, Mr. and
Mrs Roy Cruoe and Tommy, Mr
and Mrs. Connie Goodwin, Mrs.
Jack Graham and Jackie, Mr.
and Mrs. .Torn Arrington, Mr.
and Mrs. George Elliott, Mr. and
Mrs. C. V.. Heaslet, Carl Scott,
Mrs. Bessie Campbell, Mrs.
Clara Carr, Mrs. Blanch Wil.
hams, Mrs. Velora Stallins, Mrs.
Mamie Bellew, Mrs. .Richard
Bellew and Monroe, Mrs. Mary
Milton Jeffrey' and Judy and the
honoree Mrs. Edna Alexander.

iissippi River floodplain. There
ate about 146 miles of main and
tributary
Approxichannels.
mately 23,000 acres is poorly
drained. There are 1632 farms or
parts of farms in the watershed.
A II
interested landowners,
firms and corporations holding
title to land within the watershed are invited to attend this
meeting and be heard. The outcame of his June 23rd meeting
will determine whether a referendum will be held on the creation of the Obion Creek Watershed Conservancy District.
About 13,000 WAVES were in
the Navy's Hospital Corps in
World War II.

;6- FOOT DERRICK and tool house go 1-11) on the E. 11-..
here drilling is planned to start
Cook lam oortli of Fulton
soon.

Hiway 94
and
No Shows
and

There are approximately 2,800
women officers and 3,300 enlisted wcmen in the Inactive Naval
The arrest of two men in Un- Reserve.
low
ion City last week may have
solved the mystery' of several
tire-slashing incidents in Fulton during the past several
months.
Following a series of petty
tnievery and tire slashings at
the McCann Motor and Irnpleinent Company in Union City, a
nightly vigil by the owner and
an employee resulted in catching
the two men as they were
stripping hub caps from a car
on the lot.

Two Arrested For
Union City Thefts

between Tri-City
Lynnville
Monday, Tuesday
Wednesday

mar ma
Ft'LTON-MARTIN
HIWAY, 45 E.

THURS.-FRI. — JUNE 21-22
APACHE WOMEN
Loyd Bridges — Joan Taylor
QUEST OF THE LOST CITY
With Donna and Ginger Lamb
THURSDAY - FRIDAY
SATURDAY — JUNE 23
RETURN OF JACK SLADE
The Rose Tattoo
With John Erieson
DIG THAT URANIUM
Burt Lancaster, Anna Magnani
With The Bowery Boys
FLIGHT NOISE
Vistavision
A Third Feature!

Plus 2nd Feature Shown
On Saturday Only
'Bobby 'Mare Is Missing'

Modern Concession stand

—SUN - MON - TU—ES —
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tt'ontinued from Page I>
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overwhelming strength in the
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Until three hours before the
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LearY's name was not even
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Midof
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—plus-dlesboro.
Mee Clifton Hamlett of Jackson,
COL. DYER
John Lund - Dorothy Malone
coinTwo of the pro-Chandler
formerly of Fulton, and Miss
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In Color
anittite members registered their Ann Hurt, a student at Universdisagreernent with the commit- ity, at the Hamlett home recentTUES.- WED.—JUNE 26-27
— Plus —
tee choice merely by failing to ly.
WORLD IN ARMS
vote when their names were
Gregory Peck - Ann Blyth
Miss Bondurant is a junior at
JewJohn
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culled. They were
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Union''University in Jackson.
C. Chaplin, Jr. - Margie Dean
ett of Williamstown and Mrs.
Jeff Morrow -Rex Reason
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Wham Hickman, of Covington. home waws attractive in bouThe nomination of Wetherby quets of spring flowers. During
gives the Democratic Party anbi boring through the
the evening games and contests
old shaft is shown here.
other Clements-Wetherby ticket were enjoyed with all prizes
such as ran Up a 100-thousand going to the honoree. Miss
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vote victory in the gubernator- I3ondurant received many nice l• '56 Berry Crop
nrovement work that local farm1)
ial election in 1047.
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returned from Congress to be
A green and white color scheme over last year with 6,880 acres of I Thus, the need for a Watershed ,
in
elected Governor that year.
harvested
being
strawberries
out.
was
carried
Conservancy District on Obion
Wetherby, 48, a. black-haired,
Approximately 20 attended. 1958 while in 1955 the total acre- Creek.
athletic Louisville a ttorne y, The guests were friends of the age was approximately 2.755.
moved up to become Governor
Obion Creek rises in Graves
Market Uniform Throughout
honoree at Union University awl
when Clements resigned to take Calvary Baptist Church.
in the vicinity of''Cuba. KenState '
flows northwest,
• the Senate seat of the late Virgil
Remarking upon the uniformi- tucky, and
Chapman in 1950.
west and then soathwest to its
noted
Bray
market,
the
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Wetherby was elected to the JOYCE MAY. SAMUEL
confluence with the Mississippi
1that when No. l's reached their
near Hickman, Ky. Of a
full four year term as Governor GRNSOM ENGAGED
River
crate
peak price, the price per
TO RE MARRIED
202.000 acres, approxiof
in 1951.
total
was the same throughout the
4111•111111111111M111011/1111MMIIIIIIMINS
Mr .and Mrs. Arthur May of three general selling areas, $6,- mately 102,000 acres are in Hickin
St Louis, Mo , announced this 8 50. The U. S. No 2's generally man County, 60,000 acres
and
week the engagement and ap- sold at a price range per crate Graves, 28,000 in Carlisle.
proaching marriage of their of $4.00 to $5.25 In soma areas, 4000 in Fulton County.
The floodplain contains apdaughter, Joyce, to Sgt. Samuel the No. 2's went to processors
D Grissom, of St. Louis, son of for freezing, canning or preserv- proximately 39.000 acres or 19.3%
Mr. and Mrs S D. Grissom of ing in Eastern Kentucky the ber- of the watershed. Of this, 20,
acres are in woods, 12.840
Chestnut Glade.
ries that were sold to the pro- 345
and
The wedding will take place cessors were capped in the field in cropland, 1980 in pasture,
on 9aturday morning. June 16, and sold for 15 cents per pound. 3,500 acres idle. Five thousacres of this area in the Misat 10 a m at Christ EvangelisBray stated that on the aver- and
cal and West "A" Streets in age, the price per crate this year
Belleville, Ill.
was about 10 per cent below last
A reception will follow that year's. This condition, he beevening at 830 at Swansea lieves, is not attributable to over
Community Park in Belleville. supply, but rather, was caused
Sgt. Grissom is station In the by inferiority of quality.
U S Air Force in Belleville. He illakemore Still Popular Variety
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The Blakemore variety is still
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1st — — Nothing To Buy

IT'S WONDERFUL!
Where There's Tiger Tim
There's Trouble and Laughter
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Michael Redgrave
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(Story of Man who broke the Nazi's back !)
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Billy
is
she
glad
and
be
gent will
son and children
to apply. Ono gallon
acid). Does not sour. Checks "plate
tend the bedside of his father Methodist Confergnce.
odor" (denture breath). Get PASimproving at the home of Dr. In Paducah who had a concusrison- spent the weekend with
doss th• •vior•ge
Virand
Helen
Misses
Martha
TICrni today at any dreg counter.
room at only ... Kit gelj
and Mrs. Boyd McClary in Eto- sion from a fall. He passed away
and Mrs. Orvin Morrison.
ginia Farabough of Clinton, Ky. Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Thomas and
Monday morning. Mrs. Coving- are visiting their grand-parents,
family have moved on Central
Exchange Furniture Co.
ton and children have been Mr. and Mrs. John Stone. .
Avenue in Fulton.
staying in the home of her parPhone :i5
Mr. Willie Bondurant, who
Church St.
Robert
Wall
-Mrs.
and
Brother
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Bur- has been real sick with pneuand family were Sunday guests
nett. Sympathy is extended to monia is improving nicely.
of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Jackthe family.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hendrix
Sunday visitors of Mr. and and daughters, Alene and Bob- son.
Mrs. Jack Wilson, Mrs. HerWhen you want TV serMrs. Ethel Browder were Mrs. by Sue visited their parents, Mr.
bert Morrison and Mrs Johnny
9udie McDonald and Mr. and and Mrs. Loran Overby.
vice, you want it right
Hazlewood were hostesses to a
Mrs. John McDonald,of Columnow! We specialize in
Mr. and Mrs. Wilmer Cruce miscellanious shower Saturday
Suggs.
C..
J.
Mr.
and
bus. Ky.
and sons of Lone Oak, Ky. spent
promptness. If possible,
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Thomp- Saturday with Mr. and Mrs. J. afternoon in the home of Mrs.
we make repairs in your
Orvn Morrison. The shower was
son and family of Clinton spent J. Cruce and John Elmer.
in honor of Shirley Clinard and
home—saving time and
Sunday with his father, Ed
Evansville,
of
Mr Lee Lowery
money. Call us now.
Thompson, and brother, Robert Ind , spent the past week with Billy Morrison who will be
married June 30.
Thompson and family. .
his mother. Mrs Sarah Hopper.
A very enjoyable time was
Mr and Mrs. Booker Graham had by each one present and
• (Last Week's News)
were Wednesday afternoon-guest many nice gifts wert received
Womans Society of Christian of Mr. and Mrs John Graham.
Those who attended were Viola
Service met with Mrs. Morgan
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Grady.
Vaughan,
Juno, 1773 — KINTIKX Y.s Fuss TOWN PUN
Davidson for the June meeting. Billie and Peggy visited Mr and Brundige, Maurine
ElFannie
Brown,
Magdalene
When Captain Thomas Bullitt led a group to survey
visitwo
and
members
Eleven
Mrs. Covington Sunday after- liott, Opal Pounds, Mollie Flet
the Falls of the Ohio River, he also made a survey of
tors, Mrs. C. J. Bowers and Mrs.
Simpson, Joyce Brown, "Rattlethe land where Louis%ille now stands. This was the
Warren Graham were present. n°°
nhes Fletcher and Malcolm
R.i
first plat of any Kentucky town. Colonel George
Mrs. Bertha Nugent is in the Cowan of Memphis, Tenn. were
Rogers 'lark on his original expedition dowa the Ohio
home of Dr. .and Mrs. Boyd Mc- the weekend guest of Richard
River. fi‘e years later, brought thirteen families who
Cleary in Etowah, Tenn. for Scearce at his home. Richard is
made the first settlement in what is now Louisville.
treatment. She has been ill sev- attending Memphis State ColIn Kentucky's historic past, just as today, many of
eral weeks.
lege.
our cit ions have always enjoyed a glaen of Iw6er. The
A basket dinner was enjoyed
Mrs. Ella Holy is visiting relabrewing industry makes jobs for thousands of our
Sunday after Sunday school on tives in St. Louis. Mo.
residents The sale of beer under orderly conditions
the church lawn, honoring out
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Cruce and
is an important objective of the United States
Insurance and Real Estate
going Sunday &boo! superin- Donna of Milan, Tenn. spent
Brewers Foundation. Our continuing educational
tendent, Homer Weatherspoon, Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Y.
Long term Farm Loans at
,. helps beer retailers maintain their high
11.”
.
.
prt:gr:
.
*
who has served so faithfully, L. Cruce and John E
Low Rate of Interest
standards.
and Glyn Bard who will take
and
Flondurant
Janice
Miss
SEE
SEE
THE NEW MAGIC OF HOME HEATING
over and fill his place. Also pres- mother attended the Bondurant
T. Cannon
Charles
HEATERS.
WATER
0.
C.
and
Mrs.
were
Rev.
ent
KENTUCKY DIVISION, U S. BREWERS FOUNDATION
COLEMAN
IT HERE . . . ALSO
and Eggers wedding at the BapFrey the latter's mother.
6
tist Church in Fulton Sunday
1523 Floyboarn Ilsold.rog levisv.11* K•ntiodly
W.
Eurrow
Charles
—Sold on Very Easy Terms—
Mr. and Mrs. Kelly Browder afternoon.
of Memphis, Tenn. arrived
Thursday for a vacatiors with
Robert Pewitt and other relaTelephone 185 tives.
303 Walnut Street
Mrs. Lucy Wright has been
moved to her home west of
Stftee
town from Jones hospital where
she has been a patient and in
Baptist Hospital in Memphis.
Mesdames Ernest Brady, Leslie Nugent and Mrs. Kelly
Browder spent Monday with
Mrs. Harvey Pewitt.
Larry Leonard left for his
home in Dyersburg, Term. Sunday afternoon after several days
visit with Robert Pewitt.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Mobley
attended the Sublette- Howell
wedding Sunday morning at the
Methodist Church in Clinton.
Mrs. John Wilkes nee Gertrude Woodrow of Waynesboro,
Va arrived Monday for a visit
with her sister, Mrs. Ethel
When yea take ererything into
Mott bed woes 0(
Browder and family.
4 to., P•cluopl Nil.. 5 l.o.
1
/
rotooderation, you'll agree it
Homemakers club will meet
On I I wb •nPro cosi
Friday afternoon at the Comcosts less to own a Ford Truck.
o'clock.
1:30
at
House
munity
Ford costs start low—Ford coeds

89
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BURROW CANNON

Comfort costs so little with
FLOOR
FURNACES

& BURROW

GRAHAM FURNITURE COMPANY
This iteeti sign means

MORE FEEDING VALUEI-I

from my grain

slay low!
You probably know that the
factory-suggested list prices of
Ford Trucks are scaled right
down with the lowest. What you
may not know is that dozens of
Ford Truck models are priced
below all competdire makes!
And Ford Truck costs are c4
by resale value. It stays high—
thanks to the big demand for
used Ford Trucks. 4,
Operating costs? Only Ford
gives the oil and gas economy
of a modern Short Stroke engine
in every truck, V-8 or Six. Maintenance costa? Fords are built

The man is right. Here is why our new sign is going
to mean MORE FEEDI NG"VALUE FROM GRAIN
for a lot of you farmers1

wtronger -for proven longer life!

1. You bring your grain. We grind and mix it
with Purina Concentrates.
2. You select the rat ions you want from Purina's
new Check-R-Mix Approved Formulas Pwk.
The cost is low because only a few bags of
Concentrate are added per ton.
3. This service is backed by Purina experi..nte
in making over 200,000,000 bags of Cor^^ntrates—far more than any other brand.
Bring in a load of your grain and check our fast service
... our accurate grinding red mixir7 ... our complete list of Approved Foi mulls. We believe
like our fast CheckR-Mix Service and will c._.
back often.

REED BROS FEED AND SEED COMPANY
Phone 620
413 College Street

iskirsc'
••
•
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iv IP' PI •
do

dl • III II • II • Ill

tri

You haven't mew vhst, aps
floor-furnace can do, until you
see the new Coleman SUPER
PERFORMANCE!New Doyen
new fuel-saying features. And
— an amazingly low pries.
Visit us today I

a

Up To Years To Pay; Terms
As Easy As $1.23 Per Week

GRAHAM
FURNITURE CO
Walnut St

Phone 1 R
"1,11MITIRW.

•

No other truck
at any price
g:ves
You
oll_these
n y Ford
gives
Ford-lea—tures!
Stroke power in you nuslern Short

every engine in
line, V-8 or
the
Six.
•Ford
F-100 Pickup,
You the
shown, gives
widest standard
dow of any
truck cab, rear win•No ot her
pickup gives you
centrifugal-desIgn clutch ..Ford's
. for
stronger
engagement, longer life.
•The Ford
gineered forPickup's axles are enheavier loads
any other
than
lbs. more half-tonner. Up to 400
combined capacity!
•In hea
vy-duty models,
Ford offers
Widest range of Short Stroke power in the
2-tonjieldt New Ford F-600 gives choice of
Short Stroke Six and three Short Stroke
V-8's, to 168 h.p. Max. GVW 19,500 IN.

you a co
mbination of long
gine features
found in no -life enother line
cylinder heads,
and sodium
exhaust 'elves
faced with-cooled
sten-cobalt
tungto five timesthat run Cooler last
up
longer.
•Only
Fon' Trucka
give you the
thirerized t'ab
Custom Cab for tops in comfort.
foam rubber halt fire inches of
in the seat,
inches in the
meat hark. plus three
•Only
Forri gives
you
steering wheel
Lifeguard
latches standard and safety door
in all nib,,.

using latest rigistittlaiests on 10 502 351 fruckt hie t nstir snr,

0.111.

vo Frnd Trucks list longnf

BIG FLEET OWNERS BUY MORE FORD TRUCKS THAN ANY OTHER MAKE I
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SUCCESSFUL HOMEMAKING

MRS. NETTIE MILLS

DEATHS

The Fulton News

Thursday June 21, 1956

Funeral services were held
Services for Virgil Hunt AdWALTER H. HESTER
Mr. Hester leaves his wife;
ams, who died Sunday night at Thursday afternoon, June 14, at
11::40 at his home in Riceville, 2 o'clock at the Water Valley
sons, Guy Hester of Martin,
two
by Mario Holland
Services were held Sunday afMRS. IIINNA S. CALDWELL after a lengthly illness were held Methodist Church, for Mrs. NetGay Hester of Fulton; four
and
at the Riceville Baptist Church, tie Johnson Willis, who died in ternoon at 4, at the W. W. Jones
Horne Demonstrator Kentucky Utilities
of
Services for Mra. Edna Bos- Ti,esday afternoon, June 12, at Detroit Sunday morning at 5:30, and Sons Funeral Home in Mar- daughters, Mrs. Irene Griffin
Jackson, Mrs. Carme Tyson of
ton Caldwell, prominent Union 2.30. The Rev. Billie Moreland, after an illness
of several tin, for Walter H. Hester of
Chicago, Mrs. M. G. Hazelwood
Harvey
Rave you ever thought what You can take the afternoon off Citsan and mother of
pastor, officiated. Burial, under months. The Rev. J. R. Wooten South Fulton, who died at the of Humboldt, Tenn., and Mrs.
held
were
Fulton,
of
Caldwell
in
SaturFulton
Hospital
Jones
the
pastor.
direction of Whitnel Funeral offirated assisted by
the term "ElJecrRic COOK- —and not have it spoiled worryGeorge Darnron of Martin; 22
Friday afternoon, June 15, at Home, was in Fairview Ceme- the Rev. Charlie Frey. Burial, day morning.
ERY- mans' It's different from ing about preparing a dinner for
five great-grandgrandchildren;
home
Funeral
anson
under direction of Whitnel FuThe Rev. David Louis Elliott children; and one step-daughtery. He was 78. .
eyypes of cookery, you know. the family. You prepared that the White-R
The Rev. Corner
City.
Union
in
Water
the
inwas
neral
Home
was
in
born
in
East
was
we
Burial
Adams
officiated.
FulMr
electrically
took
into
the
beforehand,
popped it
When we
ter, Mrs. Kenneth Hastings of
H. Hastings, pastor of the First
Side Cemetery, Martin. He was Martin, Route.
da not use a fuel. Instead, we oven, set the electric time clock Methodist Church officiated. ton County, the son of Garrett Valley Cemetery. She was 63.
H. and Mary Virginia Witt AdMrs. Willis was born July 26
use electric energy which is and temperature control, and
Pallbearers were James W
Burial was in East View Ceme- ams. His wife died in Septem- Ian in Graves County near
Mr. Hester was born in Weak- Hazlewood, Hallam G. Hazlen anufactured by our utilities you know that when you're ready tery.
1947.
on
ber
the
to
our
serve,
homes
was
be
into
.She
will
dinner
Valley.
brought
ready,
Water
ley
County,
2,
1877.
Oct.
Tenn.,
and
wood, Bobbie Perry, Olen Smith,
Mrs. Caldwell, 82, widow of
Mr. Adams was a member of daughter of the late Alfred He married Miss Martha Todd
wires. Electric cookery is the perfectly cooked and right on
Gus Willett and Joe Fuller.
state
a
Caldwell,
Baptist
Church.
P.
late
D.
the
Riceville
the
the
Seay
Johnwhere
cookery
time.
Jemima
and
(Bud)
of
and to this union seven children
only type
senator from Ulnian City, died
— He leaves three sons, Lois son. She was married to Yancy were born. His wife and one son
heat applied to the food is
her
at
Thursday
a.m.
P..
30
Of
11
J.
Fulton,
at
Adams
Mrs.
"Doc"
W. Willis in January 1914.
WAVE Line officers hold remeasured exactly. In other
preceeded him in death. He later
SCHWERDT, BRIDEelectrically ELECT OF THOMAS AIA,F.N, home at 308 North Division and Wallace Adams, both of Pa- Willis and her family moved to married Mrs. Hattie Boaz. Mr. sponsible positions in such varwords, cooking
Street. Mrs. Caldwell, in declin- ducah, three daughters, Mrs. Detroit in 1928. She was a mem- Hester was a member of the ied fields as Personal, Public
means cooking by, accurately
Miss Betty Schwerdt, daughter ing health for the past five Sidney Carver, Fulton, Mrs. Wil- ber of the Water Valley Method- First Methodist Church in Ful- Relations, Education, Commicontrolled electric energy.
of Mr. and Mrs. Ben Schwerdt, years, died at the home where mer Wallace, Fulton and Mrs. ist Church.
ton.
cations and Administration.
The manufacturer has made
whose engagement to Thomas T. she had lived for 60 years.
Jim Oliver, Fulton; three sisters,
Mrs. Willis leaves her husboth the surfs& and the oven
11111111111=111M111111•1"
She was born Jan. 12, 1874, Mrs. Mattie Workman, Detroit; band, Yancy W. Willis; a son,
Allen, Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs.
units so they will supply a cerNOW in Clarksville, daughter of Mr. Mrs. Hassie Carver, Clinton, and Robert Willis of Detroit; a
of
Sr.
T.
Allen,
Thomas
or
wattage.
heat,
of
tain amount
Orleans, La., was recently an- and Mrs. Georgge Boston. Se Mrs. Mary Blalock, Fulton; 14 daughter, Mrs. Harold Donkin.
The switches are so constructed
nounced, is today revealing her attended scools in Clarksville grandchildren, se v en great- of Detroit; four brothers, Carl
that they conrol the amount of
The marriage and in Lynville and Fulton, Ky. grandchildren, and several nieces and Cliff Johnson, both of Waenergy or wattage which If0e5 wedding plans
Mrs. Caldwell was married to and nephews.
on Sunday,
ter Valley Route 1, R. L. Johnthrough the surface units. The will be solemnized
the First Mr. Caldwell on May 14, 1896.
son of Fulton and Merritt Johnthermostat controls the heat for June 17, at 4 p.m., at
Methedist Church. The Rev. Mr. Caldwell operated te CaldGEORGE W. GIBBS
son of Detroit; three grandchiloven cooking, and also for the
City,
Union
in
store
Book
Oakley Woodside, pastor of the wel
dren, Sandra, Karen and David
surface units. That's why cool!were
held
services
Variety
Funeral
Caldwell
Presbyterian now caled the
Cumberl and
Donkin of Detroit; two nieces,
ing electrically is so simple.
Church, will officiate. Music will store. Besides being a state sena- Sunday, June 10, at the First Mrs. Bobbie Jean Rhodes of Wait
about
question
There is no
be presented by Mrs. C. L. Mad- tor, he was also a member of the Baptist church in Martin for ter Valley and Mrs. Bill Smith
you can vastly improve your dox, organist, and Miss Beverly Union city school board. He was George W. Gibbs, 84, who died of Chicago.
reputation as a wonderful cook, Hill. soprano.
also an alderman. He died ,Sept. at his home near Martin ThursI. You apply LIFETIME ALUMINUM Weather
when you cook with a modern
day, June 7.
25, 1928.
her
chosen
has
Schwerdt
Miss
Board to the exterior. This automatically increaselectric range; ind you do this
exhad
Mrs. Caldwell, who
The Rev. Thomas W. Pope JOYCE MAXINE FREEMAN
college roommate, Miss Joy
es its sale value.
easily — without "learning how
in conducted the services. Burial
holdings
estate
real
tensive
Miss.Clarksciale,
Kirkpatrick of
services were held
Funeral
afher
to cook all over again":
managed
and
City
l'nion
under
Side
in
cemetery
East
was
as her maid of honor. Brides2. You finance the application with a long term,
Those heartbreaking failures maids will be Miss Jean Allen of fairs utitil a short time ago, was direction of W. W. Jones & Friday, June 8 at the Ralston
low cost loan which we will be glad to arrange
Joyce
for
church
Methodist
First
the
of
member
longtime
a
will be a thing of the past, too, New Orleans, sister
of
Sons
Martin.
of the
near
of
22,
Freeman,
for
you.
Maxine
cooking
electricalchurch.
you're
when
He leaves his companion, five
groom, Miss Shirley Menne Methodist
Mrs. Caldwell is survived by sons, Harry and Joe both of Martin who died on June 7, afly Those cakes that never quite Miss Frederica Gibson and Miss
3. You make your payment for the most part out
three sons, Atty. David G. and Martin, Tenn., Max of Green- ter a lingering illness.
turned out. pies that Just missed Shirkey Easley.
of savings in heating, cooling, painting and repair
James Wright, pastor of
Chester W., both of Union City, wood Miss, Field of Lewisburg,
Rev.
cume to the table in all their
The groom's father will serve and Harvey of Fulton; nine Tenn, G. W.
costs. These savings will often be in excess of the
church, officiated. Burial
perfect, mouth-watering glory.
the
Gibbs,
Jr.
of
Gleabest man. Ushers will grandchildren, and a niece, Mrs.
What more, you can save him as
son, Tenn.; two daughgters, Bu- was in East Side cemetery of
installments,
La,
Amite.
of
Edwards
L. Willingham of Rid Ply. tone Gibbs Jones of—WashMg),,urself hours of kitchen time. be Frank
tirtifi -under the- direction of
Anton ZankeT
4. When the loan is paid, the increase in value is
Doug Murphy Funeral Home.
and
ton,
L
D.C..
G.
Mrs.
Allen
and Allen Porter, Jr„ of
Mrs. Freeman leaves her husof Arlington, Va. Thirteen
yours, and the savings will go on month by month.
IL C. CROCK=
Orleans.
JOIN OUR
grand children and two great band, James R. Freeman; 'a
Following the wedding the
Services for Rufus Carl Crock- grand children, one sister, Mn. daughter, Teresa Dianne Free"TINY BOND"
THAT'S MAKING MONEY, in our language !
bride's parents will entertain er of Fulton were held Wednes- Ellen Leonard of Martin, Tenn. man, 6; her parents, Mr. and
SAVING PLAN
with a reception in the church day afternoon, June 13, at 3, at
of
Kilgore
HyndsWayne
Mrs.
dining room A-sesting at the the Riceville Baptist Church.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas E. Her- ver; one brother, William
-at No Cost to You!
reception will be Mrs. Ray The Rev. Billie Moreland, pas- bert of Nashville, Tenn. spent Wayne Kilgore, t w o sisters,
Save While You Spend At
Graham, Mrs. Einest Jenkins, tor, officiated. Burial, under di- the week-end with her sister, June Carolyn and Essie Jane
Miss Donna Patterson, Miss rection 'of Whitnel Funeral Mrs. M. C. Payne, and -brother, Kilgore, all of Martin; her
Phone 557
CITY DRUG CO.
111 Washington Street
Ann Hyland, Miss Glenda Horne, was in Greenlee Cerne- Harry H. Murphy and Mrs. Mur- grandmother, Mrs 6rant Wilson
Jean
408 LAKE STREET
phy.
Sue Brown, Mrs. Hula Williams, ttry, He was 67.
and an aunt, Farrah Kilgore.
Mr. Crocker, who retired three
sister of the groom, and Mrs.
F. B. Jones and Miss Ann Jones, months ago as an engineer on
on the town
the I. C. Railroad, died Tuesday
aunt and cousin of the bride.
1. C. HosPrior to her marriage, Miss morning at 6.30 at the
Paducah.
in
pital
with
honored
being
is
Schwerdt
He was born July 17, 1888 at
a number of attractive parties,
Tenn. the son of
Trezevant,
town.
both in Fulton and out of
J. L. and Sally Berry Crocker.
He was a member of the RiceWAVFB are first enlisted as vile Baptist Church. .
are
and
seaman recruits, USN„
Mr. Crocker leaves his wife
sent to the U. S. Naval Train- Mrs. Josie Terry Crocker; a son
ing Center. Bainbridge, Md., for Claude Crocker of Fulton; five
nine weeks of recruit training. brothers, Connie Crocker of
Kansas City, Mo., Moody Crocker of Gleason, Tenn., Norman
of McKenzie, Tenn
Crocker
call for the
Paul Crocker of McKenzie. and
Noble Crocker of Hickman; a
cream of them all
sister, Mr. Florence Brauner of
four grandchilPollard, A.k
dren, four great-grandchildren,
Insurance and Real Estate
and several nieces and nephews.
For Best Service in Fire
Pallbearers were E. L Merryman, Clede Hogg. Jim Oliver,
and Automobile Insurance
Cleve Townsend, Wilmer WalWHISKEY
lace and Raymond Brown.
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FULTON ROOFING & INSULATION CO

OW OPEN

FOR BUSINESS

BURROW CANNON
& BURROW

Cream of
Kentucky

Si MUCKY S FINEST WHISKEY-A Bit NO
111, PROW 105 GRAIN NEUTRAL SDIRIIS
NI 1 `I DIST INC FRANKFORT. P.S.

Charley Stephenson

WATCH FOR OUR

LETTERS TO EDITORS

GRAND OPENING
CELEBRATION

Editors, The News:
Please renew our paper . . .
it is like getting a letter from
home. We enjoy it a lot; if we
fail to get one copy we feel lost
so we look forward to getting
the Fulton County News every
week.
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Wooten
6302 Frontenac
Detroit, Michigan

THE

WHITNEL FUNERAL
HOME OFFERS:
CREDIT:

We offer full credit on a Valid Tennessee
Burial Policy—if you call us to serve you.

CONVENIENCE:

modern air-conditioned
We maintain a
funeral home for your convenience. You
are free to use it at no extra cost.

ECONOMY:
PROTECTION:

We have funeral services in every price
range to suit your financial circumstances.
We maintain oxygen equipped ambulance
service for your protection day and night,
7 days a week—at small cost to you.

serve you in your
Why not give your local funeral director the opportunity to
find services more reasontime of need? We can guarantee that you will not
able out of town.
TELEPHONE 88

408 EDDINGS STREET

1

SAT-SUN-MON-TUES-WED (June 30-July 4)
•21"TV Set
O Door Prizes

•Entertainment ;* Watch Next Weeks' Paper

SUPER
DOPER
U.S. 51-45 By Pass

IPELINE
Highlands

Fulton, Ky.

LAST TWO WEEKS TO GET YOUR "ELIGIBILITY" FOR THE NEW GMC TRICK,
TO BE AWARDED JULY 46. SEE ANY PIPELINE STATION FOR DETAILS

Page 8 The Fulton News Thursday June 21, 1956 Purchase Champs
Win Another Sunday

CLASSIFIED ADS

•

'FARM LOANS

, Church Workers Top
U-T Award Winners

The Purchase League champions racked up another victory
Sunday by defeating Fulton 8
to 4.
Buddy Frankum hit a home
run in the fifth inning. D. Yates
and F. Wray got two hits each
for the winners.
Charles Curlin got three hits
to take the honors for the losers and L. Jones was second
with two hits.
Pilot Oak and Fancy
are tied for first place in the
League.
Score by innings:
RHE
022 020 020--8 9 3
Pilot Oak
Fulton
000 002 002-4 8 6
Moore and Wray, Reams and
Rice.
Fancy Farm defeated Hickory
16 to 15.
Wingo defeated Mayfield 12
to 5.

a.LL KINDS OF KEYS made
Long Termswhile you wait. Forreater's
Shoe Shop, 204 Main-Easy Payments
WADE'S delivery trucks are in
your neighborhood every few
days. They will be more than
glad to bring you home furnishATKINS, HOLMAN
ings. See Wade, he's'looking
register
for a trade. Be sure to
AND FIELDS
; at WADE Furniture Company
for a 17% cubic Foot Ben Hur
-Insurance-Herne Freezer to be given away
July 1, 1956. Nothing to buyjust register.
FOR RENT: Floor sanding ma- 208 Main St
Phone
chine and electric floor polisher and electric vacuum cleaners. Exchange Furniture Co.
Phone 35, Church Street.
-—
VISIT CAGLE'S
PORCH SWINGS made of durable oak, only $9.95. Exchange
BAIT SHOP
Furniture Company, Church
Street, Fulton, Ky.
Hi'way 94
Hickman, Ky. Wilma Cloys In
WANTED-A representative for Phone 2208
Friday Cagle
'Union City Hospital.
the largest Monument Company in West Kentucky. DisWilma Frances Cloys, small
play will be furnished. Write Complete line of Bait and daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ira
to Box "B," Fulton County
Equipment
Cloys, of Smith Street, was adNews.
mitted to the Obion County HosNOW YOU CAN Drive in Park
Open 7 days a week pital, in Union City, Monday
supplies
office
and Buy your
night She will be there for
24 hour service
and equipment Harvey Caldabout one week. Her room numwell Co., Drive-In Office Outber is 232.
fitters, New Location, corner
She is the granddaughter of
Streets.
Plain
Walnut &
Mr. and Mrs. L. D Brooks.
Phone 674.
• Land Surveying
The News v-ishes her a quick
recovery.
POWELL and EUDY Shoe Re- • Civil Engineering
pair offerseyou prompt, accurate service at moderate cost. • Lots, Subdivisions
204 Church Street, Fulton.
FOR SALE - BABY CHICKS,
heavy breed, hatch run, $6.95
per hundred thru this week
We have turkeys too.-KESLER'S CHICKERY across from
the Shoe Factory in Union
City, Tenn.
RENT.e&jW
or Adding Machine. Rental
applies on purchase. Harvey
Caldwell Co., Drive-In Office
Outfitters, Corner Walnut dr
Plain Streets. Phone 674.
FOR SALE OR TRADE: Indian
motorcycle, good condition, all
extras. Will sell for $250 cash
or trade for pickup truck of
like value. A. J. Damron,
Phone Fulton 470 or 1223J-1.

417 Eddings St.
Telephone 437

AT
LOW COST
WHY PAY MORE?
Wick Smith Agency
456 Lake Street
—Phones 62 or 1'60W—

Church work and scholarship
winning apparently go hand in
Plans for the annual Fourth
hand, judging from the activities
of July celebration in Martin,
of students who will enter the
Summer Camping started at sponsored by the Yesnig Men's
University '
ot Tennessee next fall
Scout Camp Pakentuck on Sun- Business Club, are now underon freshman agricultural scholday, June 10th this year. There way.
arships.
Gates will open at 8 a.m. A
are four camping periods schedThe 28 young Tennesseans, uled. First Period, June 10-16; variety of music will be feaannounced this week by Vice Second Period, June 17-23; Third tured-such as top quartettes
Dean N. .D. Peacock of the U-T Period. June 24-30; and Final from WLAC Nashville; WKYB,
Paducah and WFUL. Ptiltetruire
College of Agriculture, include Period, July 1-7.
of WFUL, Fulton, will
two Sunday Schobl superinten.
At Pakentuck there are
Seas, at least one churfiti board acres of beautiful, unspoiled land serve as master of ceremonies.
The annual celebration will be
member, an usher, a teacher of and streams. There will be hikan adult Sunday School class, ing expeditiens aplenty on num- held at the YMBC Park, located
a church pianist, and numerous erous old trails. The Camp IS at the eastern edge of Martin
directors and officers of young located just a few miles from adjacent to the Farmer's Co-Op.
people's organizations in the Ozark, Illinois, in the foothills
Church.
of the historic Mississippi Valley ALTERNATE FREIGHT
preferred
Although church activity is in the„beart of the Shawnee Na- LINE GRANTED
The State Department of Monot a requirement for the $200 tiOnal Forest, may be reached by
to $300 scholarships, ma* of five highways, and is far enough tor Transportation today grantthe recommendations included 'away to make the trip a real ed Huber and Huber Motor Express Inc., Louisville. a common
this information in pointing to adventure to a Scout.
carrier truck certificate to opthe students' high moral char- Reservations should be made
erate an alternate motor freight
acter, the U-T dean said.
through the Scout Office at 902 line - between
In addition, common to all of
Lexington and
the winners are high averages Broadway. These reservations Moore's Point near Frankfort at
will entitle boys to a week of the
and a background of prize-winjunction of U S. 60 and U.S. KENTUCKY'S MUST WHISKEY-A BLEND
swimming, life-saving, bait cast. Th.s is an extension of ex- 86 PROOF. 70R GRAIN NEUTRAL SPIRIT&
ning 4-H and FFA projects, he
ing, hiking, adventure trails, sur- isting
added.
authority. The route calls SCHENLET DST • INC.. FRANKFORT, Ff.
vival skills. markmanship, arThe winners, recent high:
chery,
handicrafts
skills, and
school graduates who will enter I
the UV College of Agriculture advancement in all Scouting
as freshmen, include Arthur skills, plus plenty of good food
Glendale Fuqua, Rt.- 4, Martin, and good fun at the Campfire
A.:roas From The
Lake Street Ezt
$200 Kroger Agricultural Schol- sessions.
Anderson,
Jim
Camp
DirecAll Favorite Broads
arship (will attend U-T Martin
tor, announced that the fee will
Branch).
again be only $11..00 per week
for boys corning with adult leadThirty percent “t. the WAVES ership and $14.00 per'week for
in World War II were assigned boys coming without adult
leadto Naval Aviation
ership.

bid and ask for...

stock

Cream of

LAK6TREET LIQUOR STORE

1

SALAD DTES!..INC.

•

•
•

B.F.Goodrich SAFEMS

\ TUBELESS
gives patented bruise-blowent protection

: SAFETY TIRE SALE:

WITH ONE UNIT

as extra-high
•
•
trade-in
:allowance on all NYLON:
passenger tires in stock!

BURNETTE TRACTOR
COMPANY
209 E. 4th
PrIff

Phone 169

tire

95

POPULAR B.F.Goodrich

SAFETYUNER
TUBELESS
The new-car

6.70-18
OA to' end youf
reereastabfe sr•

original eqvipmerd Tubeless

SEALS PUNCTURES PERMANENTLY NAIL IN OR OUT!

LiFE-SAVER
Unique R. F. Goodrich LIFE-SAVER Tubeless glves
you 3-way protection-against punctures, skids

95

and bruise-blowouts. Safe prices on LIFE-SAVER
whitewalls and Nylon-Pius LIFE-SAVERS, tool

plus tos arid your
retreadoble ere

6.70-1 3

1-••■•••

SAFE DRIVER
LEAGUE

TRADE NOW!PUT ANY B. F. Goodrich
TIRE ON YO"! CAR FOR AS LOW AS

nos Westinghouse

6.70-15
plus tax and your
retreadable

SPECIAL
i25% OFF list price

your entire home

Woe ree so NMI

Mitaela Whip

V.:1WRE ONLY AS SAFE AS YOUR TIRES

AIR CONDITION

Ansisigirooesonaesueoz
AIR CONDIMONING

Plenty on hand at all times;
.
your patronagepatronage appreciated

Thu need new-tire safety—because

If you are not a member of a
minority group these 'days, you
have to make your way the hard
way, with the majority, which
is always neglected.

20-page "Home
Owner's Guide to
Central Air Conditioning-4 naffs questions on cost,
financing, ways to save money, etc.
Write or phone for free copy.

AGRICULTURAL
LIMESTONE
'
,•

LOW PRICES ON EVERY TIRE IN STOCK!

Pick your price, pick your tire-get now B. F. Goodrich
tee safety now for the summer driving aheadl

We know of no case where the
church steeple fell on a worshiper, so you can go to church
next Sunday, if this has been
keeping you away.

FREE BOOKLET

. Headquarters for

.F.
Goodrich
efferymei

The following were patients in
the local hospiltals Wednesday
morning.
Haws MemorialMrs. Bill Covington, Martin;
Mrs. Bobby Glisson and baby,
Mayfield; Venon.a Hornes___Pa,
ducah; Ronnie Blarr, Mrs. Lula
Rucker. J. F. Lucy, Rt. 2, Hallit
Rose, Mrs. Sara Linton, Mrs.
Burton Williams, Rt. 1, Mrs.
Homer Ferguson, Mrs. Elizabeth
Pope and Nancy Ruth Gore all
of Fulton.
Fulton HospitalMr. F. C. Gable. Yorkville,
Tenn., Mrs. Fannie Montgomery,
Hickman; Mrs. James Kimble,
Rt. 1, Lon Oliver, Luther Pickens, Wayne Latta, Wingo; Mrs.
Smith Brown, Rt. I. Mrs. Zeb
Starks, Rt. 2, Water Valley; Mrs.
W. G. Bailey. Battle Creek,
Mich.; Kay Weatherford, Clinton; Nathan Puckett, James
Meacham Jr., Mrs. Harold Beard,
Rt. 1, Mrs. J. M. Underwood.
Jean McDade, Mrs. Charles Hancock, Rt. 14 Yvonne Valentine,
Mrs. W. B. Thompson, Rt. 4,
Mrs. Ethel Browder, 13. B. Stevenson. Mrs. Hazel Scruggs, Mrs.
Coleman Evans, Rt. 1, Mrs. Alonzo Rogers, all of Fulton.
Jones HospitalMrs. Adams, Martin; Mrs. John
Clayton, L. M. Robertson, Mrs.
Ben Kimble, Mrs. Cora Aldrich,
Mrs. M. L. Mendhall and baby,
Mrs. Charles Castleman and
baby, Bertha Mitchell, Mrs. Curtis Lovelace, all of Fulton.

You can keep comfortably cool
In every room of your home_
with a single Westinghouse Air
Conditioner.One unit alone does
the whole jot: Replaces summer heat with fresh,cool air
removes exCeSS moisture ..
filters out dust, dirt, pollen ...
ci rculatcs a ir formax mum comfort, all summer long.

USED BARGAINS
39.95, up refrigerators
29.95, up elec. ranges
19.95, up ___ washers
219.95 21" television
KING TV
F'irst Street
Union City, Tenn
...........----

Home ph. 708; office 1892

for operatic-es between the two
points over Route 421 but serving no intermediate points. The
Company already has a certificate to'-operate over Route tie

HOSPITAL NEWS

RUSSELL E. TRAVIS

WELLS DRILLED for industry
and homes. Modern equipKEEP THIS AD!
ment, experienced workmen.
Over 20,000 Arthritic
and
Write or call Watson Co., Rheumatic Suffers have taken
Phone 261, Fulton, Ky.
this Medicine since it has been
on the market. It is inexpensive,
MAYTAG WASHERS, standard
can be taken in the home. For
and automatic models. $129.95
Freeinformation, give name and
and up. Sales and service.
Ben.nett Electric, Phone 201. address to P. 0. Box 522, Hot
Springs, Arkansas.
UNEXPECTED CHANGE makes
POLLITTE
WITH STATE
available good Rawleigh business in Fulton County. Splen- 23 YEARS TO ENTER
PRIVATE INDUSTRY
did business secured in this
district for 30 years. ExcepFrainkfort--J. J. Pollitte, ditional opportunity for right rector of the Highway Departman. I'll furnish list of cus- ment's Division of. Design, has
tomers and help you get resigned effective May 31, State
started. See W. B. Eaves, Highway Engineer D. H. Bray
Highland St. R. R. No 4, Ful- announced recently.
ton, or
write Rawleigh's,
Pollitte, a native of Harlan, is
Dept. KYE-1071-201, Freea graduate of the University of
port, Dl.
Kentucky College of Engineering. His resignation ends a 23year career with the Highway
RELIABLE PARTY
Department in a variety of field
and office engineering positions
to service a route of CIGARETTE climaxed by his appointment as
machines. No selling or solicit- director in 1955.
ing. Route established for operaUpon leaving the Departtor. Full or part time. Up to ment he will enter private in$200 per month to start. $800 to dustry.
$1500 cash required, which is
secured. Please don't waste our
time unless you can secure neces- Waterfield Making
sary capital and are sincerely in- A Jump-.
Cow-wise
terested to eventually operate a
_
$20,000 annual net business. Lt. aovernor Harry Lee WaGive full particulars, phone. terfield is coming up in the
Writv P. 0. Box 7209, Camden world . . . cow-wise.
14, Waterfield's
On June
Station, Minneapolis, Minnesota
for information and interview. ilickmandale Farm, Hickman
County, shipped 20 head of
shorthorn stock to Richland
NEW flush mount air condition- Plantation, Norwood, Louisiana.
Buyer of the cattle and owner by COOLEFLATOR. It cools,
dehumidifies, filters, all by the er of Richland was Charles E.
push of a button. Beat the heat Wilson, Secretary of Defense,
with thermostatic control on ;nd former head of General Moa TWO (2) TON AIR CON- lars Corp..
DITIONER ONLY $298.50 ut
WADES.

RAYMOND PEWITT
Mill Street; South Fulton

To
SUMMER CAMPING Emcee
Jim Fergus"
July Fourth
AT PATENTUCK
Duting At Martin
5 NOW UNDERWAY

-'

•
•
SAFETY REFLECTOR •
•

YoUr S-- no obligation-whenyoujoin •
•
the Safe Driver League.
•
•

1°2 DOWN

Budget Terms available et
merisee

retailers below

Charlie Scates Stores
315 LINDELL
MARTIN, TENN.
PHONE 404

216 CHURCH STREET
FULTON, KY.
PHONE 389

B.F.Goodrieh
FIRST IN

RUBBER

me FIRST IN

TUBELESS

